
WINE BY THE GLASS

SPARKLING AND CHAMPAGNESPARKLING AND CHAMPAGNE
WOLFBERGER, CRÉMANT D'ALSACE BRUT ROSÉ NV … 12     48

Alsace, France
* Vivid, fresh notes of red currant dominate the nose. These also

play on the palate where they are accentuated by finely fizzing
mousse and ample freshness. Light, dry and beautifully tangy. *

CAMILUCCI - FRANCIACORTA SATÈN BRUT DOCG … 13     52
Franciacorta, Italy 2016

* Fine perlage, fresh and lively, with very green apple and pear
nuances, slightly yeasty. Chardonnay 75%, Pinot Noir 20%, Pinot

Blanc 5% *

BILLECART-SALMON "BRUT RÉSERVE" CHAMPAGNE NV     …
20   80

Mareuil-sur-Aÿ, France
* 40% Pinot Meunier, 30% Pinot Noir, 30% Chardonnay.  Asian
pear, star fruit, pastry and honey with mouthwatering acidity

and creamy finish. *

LANSON CHAMPAGNE FLIGHT $25LANSON CHAMPAGNE FLIGHT $25
LANSON BRUT CHAMPAGNE NV "BLACK LABEL" … 16.5   66

Reims, France
* 50% Pinot Noir, 35% Chardonnay and 15% Pinot Meunier.

Bright and citrusy, hints of toast and honey. Balanced alliance of
vitality and finesse, freshness and elegance. *

LANSON BRUT ROSE CHAMPAGNE NV … 20     80
Reims, France

* A bright, crisp and lively stye of rosé with aromas that are a mix
of fresh lemon, red apple and raspberry, leading to a palate with

crisp, lithe and juicy texture. Strawberry fruit flavors, finishes
fresh *

LANSON BRUT CHAMPAGNE "WHITE LABEL" NV … 16.5    66
Reims, France

* Straw yellow color with lively fine bubbles. Aromas of white
flowers and summer pear are punctuated by mineral notes. The
impact is soft and delicate. Flavors of white fruit develop grow

and contribute to the persistent sensation. The finish, with a soft
chalk-minerality and freshness *

ROSEROSE
YVES CUILLERON "SYBEL" ROSE … 12    48

Chavanay, France 2019
* 100% Syrah. Rhone Valley.  Rose de Saignee. Notes of white
peach and cherry,  with a hint of white pepper on the finish.  

Dry, crisp and refreshing.  *

XAVIER CLUA ‘EL SOLA D’EN POL’ ROSADO    … 11    44
Terra Alta, Spain 2018

* Blend of Garnatxa and Syrah from the sunny but rugged
southern Catalunya's Terra Alta D.O.  Juicy red fruit flavors and

hints of watermelon with a very delicate bite of tannin. Ripe,
tasty fruit that finishes satisfyingly tart and dry.  *

WHITEWHITE

AYRARAKIS WINES, ASSYRTIKO VÓILA … 11     44
Crete, Greece 2018

* Bright platinum color. Floral aromas, ginger spices, delicate
notes of ripe citrus. Marvelously ripe grapes have given this wine
a crispy and rich mouthfeel with a mineral and chalky character.

100% Assyrtiko  *

LAUVERJAT, MOULIN DES VRILLERES SANCERRE … 12   48
Sancerre, France 2019

* Sauvignon Blanc  carries notes of herbs and gooseberries on
the nose. Medium-bodied, crisp and dry, it has flavors of smoky
minerals, juicy tangy citrus and pink grapefruit on the finish. *

PAUL HOBBS CROSSBARN, CHARDONNAY … 13     52
Sonoma, California 2017

* Straw yellow, fragrant aromas of white flower, Asian pear,
stone fruit flavors carry the palate along with hints of citrus and

honeysuckle that evolve into a creamy mid-palate, long, clean
finish with crisp acidity. 92% stainless, 8% barrel fermented.  *

REDRED

ALAIN FOREST, MORGON … 12    48
Morgon, Beaujolais, France 2017

* Cru Beaujolais, 100% Gamay. Soil of granite and schist, with
some volcanic influences.  Displays cherry and dark fruit

characters and a fleshy, juicy texture. *

JEAN-MICHEL GUILLON, “LES GRAVIERS” … 16     64
Burgundy, France 2017

* This old vine Pinot Noir has with a lot in common with 1er cru
Gevrey Chambertin. Harvesting lower yields than are allowed in
Grand Cru vineyards. Luscious scents of red currant, cranberry,

coffee and spice. Sweet cherry, currant, and red berry fruit on
the palate, with accents of smoke, coffee, and fresh flowers.  *

MARTIN RAY, CABERNET SAUVIGNON RESERVE   … 14     58
Napa Valley, California 2017

* The diverse sources of this Cabernet Sauvignon exemplify the
Napa Valley terroir. The strong, traditional bouquet layers notes

of ripe black cherry, dark cassis. *

DESNIVELL PRIORAT … 17  70
Priorat, Spain 2009

* Steep-sloped vineyard of 80 year old Garnatxa and Carinyena.
Classic slate and schist imparts an enticing smoky, floral aromas.

Rich and ripe with blue-black fruit, more chocolate and spice,
and accents of blueberry, blood orange and pomegranate. 

Chewy and dense right on through the very long finish. Elegant
with multiple layers of fruit and complexity of tannins and acid *


